What are Practice Labs?
Whether it’s Cisco, Microsoft or VMware, Practice Labs unifies access to all of these vendors through a
web browser interface. Pre-configured hardware layouts with accompanying lab guides for fast,
convenient access to gain hands on experience. With step-by-step instructions covering thousands of
practical tasks across Cisco, Microsoft, VMware and CompTIA exam titles, Practice Labs makes studying
for an exam or learning new technologies an engaging experience.
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Why should you use a Practice Lab?

In today’s world of complex IT systems and
technologies it is essential that IT professionals and
those new to IT are able to demonstrate how to use and
understand vendor products and software.
Using our Practice Labs you can develop your practical
IT skills in a safe working environment without the need
to invest in your own hardware and software. With the
ease and convenience of the Internet we provide you
access to real equipment that brings theory to life and
gives you a greater depth of technology understanding.
You are also provided with our integrated lab guides
which walk you through a variety of topics. These
guides will help in your understanding of specific exam
objectives or provide guidance on how to carry out a
real world scenarios.

Exam based practical tasks
Real equipment, absolutely no
simulations
Access to the latest industry
technologies
Available anytime, anywhere on
any device
Break and Reset functionality
No hardware or licensing costs

Technology
Unified access to the IT industries’
leading vendor technologies from
a single web browser interface.

With hundreds of topics to choose from we have a
solution to meet your skills development objectives.
Intro to Practice Labs video www.youtube.com/watch?v=89e2DPtWOBQ

